SEX AS A TEAM SPORT: A REACTION TO HANNA ROSIN’S THE END OF MEN

LIBBY ADLER∗

If you access the online version of Hanna Rosin’s 2010 article, The End of Men, you will find an embedded video in which, according to the caption, Rosin and her daughter “debate the superiority of women” with Rosin’s husband and son. For about five minutes, this two-parent family, headed by accomplished journalists, sits in the kitchen with a roaming toddler while the rest face off at the table, males on one side, females on the other. Rosin supports her bright and confident daughter as the daughter makes her case on behalf of girls and women, then Rosin’s husband encourages their young son to give an opening statement on behalf of boys and men. The scene is beyond contrived: it has the quality of each person stepping into a prescribed role having little to do with his or her actual experience.

There is, for example, some discussion of boys’ and men’s greater physical strength, but neither the son nor the father looks like the first person you would call to help you move. The father, Slate editor David Plotz, appears rather bookish, and it is hard to imagine that physical strength is what he really values about himself. And the smart money is on the daughter beating up her younger brother, not the other way around. The boys’ team makes an argument that civilization’s great inventions and creations have been produced largely by men, but it is odd that they draw their examples from so far outside the household (for example, Van Gogh and Picasso) when the husband has made his life with another professional in his same field. You do not get the feeling that he sees his wife as less than his professional equal, especially now, as he accompanies her on her book tour. Likewise, while Rosin grouses a bit about
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doing the lion’s share of child care, it is obvious from witnessing the father and son together that Rosin has married an involved and devoted co-parent. She also accuses this apparently gentle man and a boy of perhaps five of bullying her and her daughter, despite the daughter coming off as the most aggressive participant at the table: for the sex that is reputed to be more relational and cooperative, she throws down a whole lot of trash talk (for example, “girls rule”).

Trash talk, of course, is part of friendly competition. It is a discourse of exaggeration, meant to insult one’s opponent and puff oneself. It is playful, not entirely serious, and meant to taunt rather than state a rigorously tested truth. Hyperbole is characteristic of trash talk, as in “Yankees suck.” I despise the Yankees down to my cells as much as anyone else raised in a Red Sox household, but they suck? Really?

Rosin’s title reads similarly, as the taunt of a competitor. Surely any proclamation that the “End of Men” is upon us is an overstatement, as others in this symposium make abundantly evident. The idea that men are over, at least insofar as they are defined by their economic superiority, is a notion with which to toy, not one to observe as an empirical truth, despite the tenor of empiricism that pervades both the essay and the book.

Perhaps, though, we can derive some fresh value by stepping back and considering the framework Rosin constructs through her title and larger analysis: that of a transcultural, transhistorical match up – boys versus girls, brawn versus brains, gander versus goose – not because team sports is the best way to understand sex, but because viewing sex through the lens of team sports might shed some light on the rules of the game as well as on the arenas of play.

Indeed, there is some evidence that sports crossed Rosin’s mind. In her article, Rosin bolsters her empirical case with a few pop-culture anecdotes. For instance, she recounts an ad that aired during a recent Super Bowl, presumably to gain insight into the male in his natural habitat. The ad reportedly showed a group of men whose virility had been thoroughly sapped by, among other forces, women. A voice drones obediently, “I will put the seat down, I will separate the recycling, I will carry your lip balm.” A Dodge Charger then zooms in as if it were liberation. Rosin rereads the ad cleverly: the men have been so utterly subdued, a woman is probably behind the wheel.
Rosin recounts the ad apparently to make the point that these vacuous creatures formerly known as men have replaced the Marlboro Man, an iconic figure with which she frames her discussion.\textsuperscript{10} Part of her argument is that an image of such virility is now “too far-fetched and preposterous even for advertising.”\textsuperscript{11} This suggests to me that Rosin does not watch a lot of football. Tune in any Sunday during football season and you are likely to meet the rough-stubbled guy who fixes his own classic car, drives it on desert roads, and takes Viagra; the “Ram Tough” trucker with a payload of cement that crashlands into his vehicle, kicking up slow-motion clouds of manly grit; and the guys who build General Electric turbines that provide the power to make (not wine coolers but) beer. The Marlboro Man may have died of lung cancer,\textsuperscript{12} but he comes back to life every Sunday during football season. He has merely given up smoking in favor of sex, trucks, and alcohol (a trade for which I personally commend him).

But despite Rosin’s obvious unfamiliarity with the territory, she might actually be digging in an interesting spot. Football could provide more than an illustrative anecdote; it could prove a useful comparison to the team sport that Rosin constructs. I have long viewed football as at least as much a lawyer’s game as a man’s game. There are infinite rules, and they change to accommodate evolving policy preferences (recently, serial concussion avoidance).\textsuperscript{13}

Once I wondered why different rules govern the front and back of the end zone. When a player is entering the end zone from the field, in order to score a touchdown he merely has to “break the plane”\textsuperscript{14}; that is, the tip of the ball has to penetrate (sorry for this) the end zone only slightly. The player’s feet can be six feet away from the end zone, but if the tip breaks the plane, he scores.

If, however, a player catches a pass in the back of the end zone, just getting a small part of the ball into the zone will not be sufficient. The player must securely catch the ball and get both feet down inbounds in order to score a touchdown.\textsuperscript{15} Why? Why is a pass caught at the back line not treated the same
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as a ball coming in on the other side of the same rectangle?

Watch a few games and you will figure it out. The NFL uses rules to elicit the most exciting motion from the players’ bodies. It is breathtaking to watch a player stretch his body out to break the plane, sometimes in mid-air, while defensive players are trying to tackle him, and you know the human instinct must be to curl oneself inward. Almost equally gripping is witnessing a player’s effort to halt, even reverse, his own forward motion after leaping up to catch a pass in the back of the end zone, so that he can bring it back down inside the line. The rules are there to produce movements that maximize the thrill of the game.16

Here is another way for lawyers to have fun: a lawyer who has read Oliver Wendell Holmes will not be able to prevent him or herself from recognizing the Holmesian “bad man” that is every football player and coach. In his 1897 essay, The Path of the Law, Holmes famously wrote that studying law was about learning to make predictions.17 “The prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and nothing more pretentious, are what I mean by the law. . . .”18 He drew a distinction between morality and law, not because he thought they bore no resemblance to one another, but because to acquire “a business-like understanding of the matter,” it made sense to observe that both good and bad men had an interest in “avoid[ing] an encounter with the public force.”19 To isolate, then, the legal element from the moral, one should approach a question of conduct “as a bad man, who cares only for the material consequences which . . . knowledge [of the law] enables him to predict, not as a good one, who finds his reasons for conduct . . . in the vaguer sanctions of conscience.”20

Part of football is walking the line of the rules, seeing what you can get past the ref, and making the rules work to one’s advantage. Players intentionally draw penalties from the opposing team all the time to gain a few yards or a fresh set of downs. They deliver the hardest hits they can while testing referee discretion under the “unnecessary roughness” standard.21 They insist on obscure formalities that have outsized substantive consequences, such as the “tuck rule,”22 covering situations in which a quarterback’s arm moves slightly forward as he loses the ball, turning a fumble into an incomplete pass. The rule can determine who gets possession of the ball, and in 2002 probably determined the outcome of a playoff game.23 Football players are classic
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Holmesian bad men: amoral actors making predictions about the applications of rules and standards, then behaving to their own advantage.

Players and coaches make judgment calls based on the full array of conditions in a given environment, anticipating how those conditions will affect their success in walking the line of the rules. If a team has been practicing in Miami, and has a December game in Buffalo, its coaches should think ahead about the hard ground and stiff fingers trying to catch the ball. Weather could affect what plays a team runs; a passing offense might lean on its running backs a bit more in cold or inclement weather. But more than that, when these kinds of environmental factors interact with the rules and judgments of the referees, it produces an entire “strategic situation.”

Rules governing false starts and encroachment interact with crowd noise; rules on ball control and keeping one’s feet inbounds interact with rain, which can make surfaces slippery. Teams change strategies and swap players and formations to adapt.

Duncan Kennedy found an analogy in basketball to illustrate the role that apparently neutral ground rules play in picking winners and losers in economic contests: “[T]he rules of basketball could be changed so as to increase or decrease the advantages of tall players over short ones, fast ones over slow ones, and so forth. Lowering the height of the hoop would affect, in complex ways, the relative ‘ability’ of each player.” The height of a basketball hoop was not prescribed by God nor found in nature, but it renders the height of players an incredibly significant asset in that sport. Likewise, lengthening the time of play might change the importance of stamina; permitting certain contacts that are currently deemed fouls might reduce the desirability of players whose principal strength is taking graceful shots from the three-point range in favor of those who can bulldoze their way past physically aggressive defensive players.

As the game changes, who is good at the game also changes. Rosin’s contribution is to shine a spotlight on this. She appreciates the importance of a changing game. She conceptualizes men and women as two teams, and argues that as the game evolves, the team that has been behind forever is gaining on the other team’s lead. I am not sure this is verifiable for many of the reasons that other writers in this symposium discuss, but it does at least offer an opportunity to reconsider the game, its rules, and its conditions.
Rosin’s game is played on a number of related fields: primary and secondary schools, colleges and graduate schools, anti-discrimination and anti-harassment regimes, all sectors of the labor force, public assistance, child support and family law, just to name a few. Law, in Holmes’ meaning, is imminent in each of these domains, influencing how people navigate other conditions in their environment – not altitude, weather, and crowd noise, but economic and cultural trends.

Rosin’s data offer the opportunity to make predictions: what material consequences are likely to result from the application of existing rules and standards as they interact with current and emerging conditions? What strategic and adaptive behavior can we anticipate?

Rosin describes conditions in multiple arenas in which her two teams meet, and each setting is separately amenable to such an inquiry. Take, for example, college admissions. As Rosin observes, the concept of “gender balance”\textsuperscript{26} exerts tremendous influence on this crucial field of play. “Racial balance,” as any student of constitutional law knows, is absolutely verboten in the same context.\textsuperscript{27} That concept does not benefit from the demands of heteronormativity according to which a college ought to have enough boys for each girl. At the same time, it suffers from the burdens of race-based affirmative action discourse, including anxiety about “innocent individuals”\textsuperscript{28} and analytical flaws in the diversity rationale.\textsuperscript{29} It is therefore difficult to imagine that “racial balance” will be deemed a virtuous objective any time soon. Yet “gender balance” somehow seems an entirely proper pursuit, unencumbered by constitutional or discursive obstacles. Due to the excess of applications from girls as compared with those from boys, “gender balance” as a discursive ideal combined with constitutional permissiveness results in a distributive advantage to the boys’ team.\textsuperscript{30}

Rosin’s work discusses other confluences of legal and discursive streams that can be assessed for distributive effect. One gloomy example takes place in the arena of child support.\textsuperscript{31} Child support law as we currently know it is a product of the last quarter of the twentieth century and of an unresolved ambivalence about treating husbands and wives equally upon divorce. In the
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1970s and 1980s, as no-fault divorce became the norm, attention to the poverty of female-headed families grew, yet women’s formal equality reduced the availability of permanent alimony.\textsuperscript{32} The tender years doctrine,\textsuperscript{33} officially presuming maternal superiority in custody decisions, fell from favor, but the ostensibly gender-neutral primary caretaker presumption placed most children of divorce with their mothers.\textsuperscript{34} Child support, once determined by reference to the cost of raising a child, would be calculated instead based on income and effectively converted to household support, due to the difficulties of extricating child-only costs from general household costs such as rent.\textsuperscript{35} This shift was also a product of an emerging ideology that held that the two households – the site of primary physical custody and the site of visitation – should be roughly equal in resources,\textsuperscript{36} producing a backdoor form of alimony. Even ex-husbands who were not ordered to pay alimony found themselves effectively supporting ex-wives under the application of federally mandated, state-promulgated child support guidelines.\textsuperscript{37}

In the 1990s, with the advent of federal welfare reform,\textsuperscript{38} enforcement measures got tough. Liens, automated wage assignment, license revocation, tax refund intercept, and other enforcement mechanisms were added to state plans.\textsuperscript{39} “Most Wanted” posters went up in some states,\textsuperscript{40} and high-profile
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busts of delinquent child support obligors living large made for some thrilling press, especially where there was an abandoned and impoverished family back home. Legal and cultural forces converged to render the “deadbeat dad” an object of national scorn. Child support guideline figures have risen and constitutional challenges to them have uniformly failed.

Enter some of Rosin’s observations about the relative positions of men and women in the post-2008 economy. Reporting on a fathering class in Kansas City for delinquent child support obligors, Rosin provides sympathetic coverage. The women to whom they owe support apparently earn more than the men in the class do. Diagnosing these men as “casualties of the end of the manufacturing era,” Rosin depicts a hapless band of displaced providers and deposed authority figures, men who had become useless to their families and found themselves in the humiliating position of seeking public assistance in a benefits system largely constructed around single motherhood. This arena of play is governed by intersecting legal and discursive conditions from an earlier historical moment combined with emerging economic conditions. In at least some cases – surely we could marshal numerous examples to the contrary – men are the losers and women’s fortunes look pretty good by comparison.

To the extent that Rosin is trying to point out to us that the game has
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changed, there can be no doubt that she is right. The ability to lift heavy things is not the key to success in the current economy, 48 and this may have a good deal to do with the defeat of the men in the fathering class and with women’s concomitant rising achievement, perhaps as much as or more than the Lily Ledbetter Act 49 ever could.

Same-sex marriage arguably comes to us along the same avenue. As Nancy Cott, one of the nation’s leading historians on marriage, has attested, same-sex marriage simply would not have made sense under the nineteenth-century doctrine of coverture. 50 Under coverture, marriage consisted of formal, legally specified gender roles, including the husband’s duty of support and the wife’s duty of obedience; marriage then was conceptualized as economic complementarity, rooted in a traditional division of labor. 51 After industrialization and the shift away from the agrarian economy, the demise of coverture, the passage of Title VII, and a host of equal protection decisions issued by the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1970s that produced near-formal equality for women, however, the nature of marriage changed. 52 Now, as a formal legal matter, marriage is a partnership of equals, a companionate institution in which spouses do not play legally specified roles. As a result, same-sex marriage is no longer inconceivable. One way to explain the successes of the same-sex marriage campaign is that as economic and other conditions changed around same-sex couples, just as women’s capacities were rendered more adaptive, same-sex partnerships were rendered more adaptive as well.

Rosin is on to something. To the extent that she is waving her arms and urging that women cease reflexively inhabiting the role of the perpetual underdog, she does everyone a service. Her analysis, however, has limits.

In football, on any given day, we know what team a player is on by what color jersey he is wearing. The teams are as discrete as categories can be. During a game, we know who is in the lead by looking at the scoreboard, and at any moment during the season, we know which team is ahead in the AFC East by comparing records of wins and losses. But men and women are not the New England Patriots and the New York Jets.

Rosin draws her illustrations from contexts across race, class, and the globe, yet it does not seem to have occurred to her that race and national context might serve as cross-cutting categories that undermine the determinative power of sex. And one could easily object to her erasure of people who never sat
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comfortably in the categories that Rosin simply assumes: gay, lesbian, and transgender people are obvious examples. These criticisms have long been levied against any analysis that relies uncritically on the broad and undifferentiated categories of men and women. Often the criticisms are given polite nods before they are ignored, perhaps with the unspoken belief that they represent marginal concerns, nagging at the heels of central, general, predominant sex-based phenomena. Well, maybe now, the reigning analytics are ebbing in their centrality, generality, and dominance. Rosin has gathered together some important observations on how the world is changing, but trying to figure out who is moving into the lead and who is over seems a feckless pursuit. The teams as Rosin imagines them are, to say the least, fractured. Folks are bursting out of their uniforms.

If a college admissions office’s daily tracking shows that the college is admitting more black female applicants than black male applicants, to a degree that significantly increases the female side of its male-to-female ratio, and then the office admits some white male applicants over some white females in order to achieve gender balance, how do we know whether men or women won? If a lesbian couple and male best friend agree to produce a baby, and after the couple breaks up, a court determines that the non-biologically related woman is the only one with visitation access and a child support obligation to her ex-lover, again, did the men’s team or women’s team win? Distributions by legal and other decisionmaking entities can get messy. The teams are neither stable nor monolithic, and sometimes a win can be a loss, and vice versa.

An alternative interpretation of the mass of conflicting data presented by Rosin as well as her critics is that the categories of men and women are diminishing in their usefulness. We might be approaching a time when these categories actually obscure more than they illuminate. Maybe it is not the “End of Men” as in a reversal of fortunes, but the “End of Men” as in a decline in the utility of generalizing about men and women.

Rosin seems pleased by her team’s progress, delighted to talk a bit of trash, and righteous about women finally taking the lead. But one can also detect in Rosin’s writing a touch of nostalgia over a time that may be slipping into history: the Marlboro Man’s time, a time when men were men, women knew not what opportunities awaited them, and anybody else was simply too invisible to consider. Though some grief may accompany its passing, mourners can take solace: it had a good run.